
Koombana Bay Sailing Club (Inc) 

Yacht Clubs 
 

 

Cruisers 

KBSC has always played host to a fleet of racing keelboats. Our current fleet includes 

production boats such as S80, Jenneaux 44, Elan 34, Adams, S97, and a host of other 

designs. The age of boat ranges, and all are welcome on the starting line Saturday, or to 

twilight races on Wednesdays. 

 

Boats are always looking for crew, ask at the office or come down Friday night to the bar to 

find a ride. 

 

 

Division 4 / Trailerable 

Our current division 4 fleet comprises a huge range of craft, and all are welcome. Ranging 

currently from Red Witch, Spacesailer 20’s, Clearwater, Wright, Alien, Swarbrick, Windrush 

and many more, racing is always tight. One of the most competitve classes, the trailable 

fleets is a great way to get into keelboat sailing on a modest budget. 

 

Crews are often required, so please ask at the office for anyone looking for a spare hand 

onboard. 

 

 

Mixed Catamarans 

Our mixed catamaran fleet ranges from Windrush 14s and Maricats, right through to Nacra 

Infusion F18s’. Whilst KBSC is a NACRA stronghold, any brand and model of catamaran is 

welcome for handicapped Saturday racing. 

 

 

Nacra 16sq 

Initially part of our mixed catamaran fleet, the Nacra 16sq grew to such large numbers in 

the club that they became a class of their own. The 16sq features a boomless deck sweeper 

sail which incorporates an adjustable outhaul car. 

This unique concept allows the finest of adjustment to achieve greater performance under a 

wider variety of conditions and points of sail. Its large volume hulls will also support crews 

well over the 100kgs range without sacrificing performance. The 16sq offers a perfectly 

balanced high performance, high quality one design single handed catamaran. 

 

 

Cherub 



The Cherub is a small, high performance, two-man Planing dinghy first designed in 1951 in 

New Zealand by John Spencer. The class is a development (or “box rule”) class, allowing for 

significant variation in design between different boats within the rule framework. 

 

The Cherub is Bermuda-rigged with trapeze(s), and has a crew of two. 

 

Current Cherubs use an asymmetric spinnaker system but earlier boats used relatively large 

“conventional” spinnakers and used a notably long (9 foot) spinnaker pole. Many Cherub 

sailors are in their late teens or early twenties but the flexibility of the class and the 

Cherub’s great sailing qualities mean that they are also attractive to many older sailors. 

Many women sail Cherubs, both as skippers and as crews. 

 

 

Puffin Pacer 

The Pacer class of sailing dinghy, formerly known as the Puffin Pacer, was designed in the 

United Kingdom by Jack Holt. It was commissioned by Puffin Paints and Glues to be 

designed as yacht for use by families. It has since become a popular learning and racing 

dinghy in Australia, Canada, Holland, India and the UK. The name was changed in the UK 

early 1970s, although Australia continued to use the name until 1989, when they followed 

the UK in dropping the “Puffin” and chose the Wedge-tailed Shearwater as the boat’s 

symbol. 

 

Available with both wooden and fiberglass hulls and designed to be sailed by a crew of two, 

the Pacer has a rig consisting of three sails: a mainsail, jib and a spinnaker. 

 

 

Open Bic 

The O’pen Bic is a single handed sailboat designed for younger sailers. The boat was 

launched in 2006. It is an International Class, as recognized by the International Sailing 

Federation (ISAF), and as of 2010, 3,500 boats have been sold. 

 

The thermoformed polyethylene hull is self-draining. In the event of a capsize or shipping 

water by some other means, the water simply flows down the angled floor of the cockpit 

and out of the open transom. 

 

The two part O’pen Bic mast is made from a fiberglass epoxy composite. The boom is made 

from aluminum. These hold a 4.5 m2sail made from K.Film – Polyester, with full length 

batons of adjustable tension. A smaller, 3.8 m2 sail made only of Dacron (polyester) is also 

available. The rig is interchangeable with that of the Optimist. 

 

 

Mirror 

The Mirror is a very popular sailing dinghy, with more than 70,000 built. 

 



The Mirror was from the start promoted as an affordable boat, and as a design it has done a 

great deal to make dinghy sailing accessible to a wide audience. 

Mirror class rules permit the use of a spinnaker. This may also be used by single handers as 

well – although flying a main, jib and spinnaker single-handed sounds complex, it is quite 

manageable with a bit of practice. 

 

The Mirror is light and stable enough to be sailed safely by two young teenagers or two 

adults. It is an excellent boat for children or teenagers learning sailing for the first time.[ 

Despite not being a particularly fast dinghy, the Mirror is popular for one-design racing. 

 

 

JD Junior Dinghy 

The Jay Dee (a West Australian design) was introduced as a high performance junior dinghy 

that fills the gap between the mudlark and the other senior classes. 

 

It was conceived as a value for money boat with a low cost rig, eg untapered mast, loose 

foot main, etc and an easily righted buoyant hull design, being targeted at children aged 12 

to 18 years. 

 

During winter 1999 the class underwent a major step forward with the introduction of an 

asymmetric spinnaker system. This change was driven by the vision to more closely aligned 

to the club’s other performance classes ie cherubs,  javelins and international 14 which use 

the asymmetric spinnaker, together with the performance improvement provided by such a 

system. The new asymmetric spinnaker system has made the class the fastest per dollar of 

its type. 

 

There are a few Jay Dees for sale, around the $1500 mark or the association has plans or 

mould available for those wishing to build their own. 

 

 

Mudlark 

The Mudlark is an ideal boat to introduce children to sailing. The Mudlark is a small one 

person , 7 foot training dinghy designed and built in Western Australia.  It is  suitable for 6-

12 year olds and an ideal boat to learn in. 

 

A strong point of the Mudlark is its self-bailing deck, which means that getting underway 

from a capsize doesn’t involve tedious bailing. 

 

With a minimum weight of only 20 kgs and a length of 2.1 m it can easily be transported on 

the roof of car.It is simple to rig, easy to sail and has a hull made of fibreglass or wood. 

 

Secondhand boats are available from $250 – $750 and new boats can be made at home. 

 



Whether you have your own yacht or just want to try your hand at sailing, Koombana Bay 

Sailing Club has something for everyone! 

 

Join a crew and enjoy light hearted competition on a Wednesday night for Twilight sailing 

from 5pm or experience the thrill of racing on Saturdays in Cruisers A, Cruisers B, Division IV, 

Catamarans, and Junior Dinghy events*. 

 

Twilight sailing is the perfect opportunity for newcomers to have a go and try out sailing, so 

get in touch with the club to register. 

 

KBSC provides training for novices, both junior and adult, to a level of proficiency where any 

person can fill a crew position or even feel confident enough to buy their own boat – from a 

small family cruising keel yacht or high performance centreboard dinghy to a junior training 

boat. 

 

The club has ample boat storage, grassed lawns and rigging areas, along with first class 

alfresco club rooms and entertainment area overlooking one of the best views in the South 

West. 

 

 


